ALUS
Established in the year 2006, ALUSOL Rolling Shutter Industries, Kuwait has gone beyond the
expectations with its quality products of insulated rolling shutter slats of 39, 41 55 and 77mm, with
variety of colors, and boxes for rolling shutters of types 45, 90 degree and round boxes in different
sizes from 150 up to 400mm and variety of colors .
Great investments made with a dynamic approach in manufacturing, logistics, and storage, which led
our company to become the leading rolling shutter manufacturing company in the GCC states and
MENA countries.
We are equipped with the most up-to-date European technology and high tech equipment and
machinery utilizing the highest quality of raw material. We can give the customer need from
assembling rolling shutters and roll-up doors or any parts he needed. In this sense we operate with
the concept of hypermarket, which allows the customer to order a wide variety of materials from
insulated slats, boxes, accessories, motors and controls. Our products are famous in their durability
under highest hot weather conditions resisting up to 70 degree Centigrade. We produce under the
British Standard, BS EN 1396, or now is been registered at GCC under GSOEN1396.
The importance of rolling shutters in the residential and commercial environment lies in the
protection from sun heat with its excellent acoustic and thermal insulation, weather protection
against rain, wind and storm, noise and privacy, protection against intruders and most importantly,
saving electric power consumption due to the insulation from hot or cold weather conditions.
Our export department is engaged with the customers outside Kuwait, taking care of each customer
to offer them the best services.
The management of ALUSOL is keen to support its all customers with better and quality products and
better services, and friendly in their business relations.

WARRANTY
Alusol gives warranty for all its products 2 years from the purchase date.
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